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Sub: Guideline on preventing
(Aggregate
Cylinder)

Piston failure of tamping unit up/down cylinder

Ref: Railway Boards order on minutes of CTEs/CEs (TMCs) circulated
letter No.98/track-IIi/TK/8 Vol. IV dated 19.12.2012.
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1.0 Brief of the reference: In the CE/TMC conference held on-26th & 27th April-12,
problem of frequent breakage of piston rod of aggregate cylinder was discussed.
The matter was studied and following failures were observed:
a) Snatching of piston rod from tamping bank end
b) Breaking of piston rod

2.0 The existing arrangement in tamping machines: The aggregate cylinder is
mounted on the main frame/satellite
unit of the machine just above each
tamping units. The aggregate cylinder piston rod is connected to tamping unit by
compressive type split nut (Round hard lock nut) which is locked by Allen bolt.
This piston rod bears the complete load of tamping unit during its up and down
movement and is guided by two guide column.
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3.0 Causes of failure: In the above arrangement,
nut) are taking complete

load of tamping

the split nuts (Round hard lock
bank during lifting and subjected to

very high frequency vibration and impact during tamping. Any loosening of nut
generates relative impact between nut and piston thread which wears the thread
ultimately, resulting in snatching of these nuts.
The piston rod by itself is also taking complete load of tamping bank & is also
taking high impact load when the tamping bank is lowered for insertion. The
vibration of tamping bank is also transferred to these pistons. The impact
becomes more pronounced if lowering is not vertical. The uneven ballast profile
or inadequate clean cushion of ballast also generates additional and unequal
forces at different location of tamping tools which are all ultimately transmitted to
this piston rod as vertical as well as bending forces. The guide columns are
provided to guide the up and down movement of tamping bank. However, any
play between the guide column and guiding bush and misalignment of this
column creates even more bending force on these piston rods. Also the
aggregate cylinder is mounted on the satellite unit/main frame of the machine
and any misalignment of the cylinder will also generate additional stresses. All
these factors individually or in combination are causing failure/braking of the
piston rod. Looseness/play in dowel bolt in foundation block of cylinder mounting
will also generate additional impacts over lock nuts and will lead to premature
failures of piston rod threads.
Ovality in centering block of aggregate cylinder will also create relative jerky
movement and in turn piston rod threads will be subjected to additional and
uneven impact.

4.0 Suggested measures: It is observed that tamping Unit Locking problem may
also be caused by loosening of split nut. If any such problem is noticed, the split
nut should also be checked. The maintenance instructions issued by RDSO
does not include attending or tightening these split nuts.
In view of reported problem, following maintenance activity should be performed
in field to avoid snatching of piston rod as well as breakage of piston rod of
aggregate cylinder
i)

During

Schedule

IV

maintenance

following

activity

should

also

be

performed in addition:
•

The split nut should be checked and tightened by allen key.

•

Straightness

•

During maintenance,
play between guide rod bush and guide
column should be checked by filler gauge and if there is a clearance

and verticality of Guiding column.

of more than 0.2 mm necessary repair should be planned to replace
the bush or guide columns as per requirement.
•

Play/ovality

in foundation

block and centering

checked during maintenance.

ring should also be

ii)

While tightening the allen bolt, adequate adhesive Loctite 270 should be
used.
iii) The split nut should be such that, when tightened, the gap of split nut
should not be closed completely. If closed, split nut is defective and should
be rejected.
iv) As far as possible split nut should also be taken from piston rod
manufacturer/OEM.
v) The split nut should never be replaced by ordinary nut.
vi) If tamping unit locking problem is noticed, the split nut should also be
checked.
vii) Proper rubber packing shall be done on cylinder mounting for reducing
impact.
viii) Aggregate piston rod shall be of very high quality and from reputed
firm/OEM.
ix) Straightness and verticality of Guide column should be ensured while
overhauling of tamping unit and during fixing.
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